Spectral lines of heavy elements are present in hot star spectra, e.g. in the spectra of CP stars. Moreover, in hot star atmospheres, the Stark broadening is the main pressure broadening mechanism (Dimitrijevic 1989) . This mechanism is important in modeling and investigation of subphotospheric layers. Also, the Stark broadening parameters for spectral lines of many elements are of interest in modeling the atmospheres of hot stars, including the Hg-Mn stars.
The Stark broadening data for Aull Λ = 174.048 nm, Coll Λ = 230.785 nm, Till Λ = 376.132 nm and 27 Colli spectral lines (from a 6 D -z 6 D° and a 6 D -z 6 F° Colli multiplets), as a function of temperature, have been calculated by using the modified semiempirical approach (Dimitrijevic L· Konjevic 1980). Also, considering that Aull Λ = 174.048 nm, Coll λ = 230.785 nm and Till Λ = 376.132 nm lines have been used for gold, cobalt and titanium abundance determination (see e.g. Fuhrmann 1988 for gold, Smith and Dworetsky 1993 for cobalt and Guthrie 1987 for titanium) in HgMntype stars, we have tested the influence of the Stark broadening mechanism on the widths of these lines for an A-type atmosphere, as well as for DA and DB white dwarfs. This has been done with the help of Kurucz's model atmosphere (Kurucz 1979 ) of an A-type star (T e ff = 10 000 K, log g = 4), and with Wickramasinghe's models of DA (T e ff = 10 000 K, log g = 6) and DB (T e ff = 15 000 K, log g = 7) white dwarf atmospheres (Wickramasinghe 1972) . We found that there are conditions where the Stark broadening is the principal broadening mechanism influencing the line shape formation and that it should be taken into account when modeling stellar atmospheres.
